AGENDA
ORDINARY MEETING
WEDNESDAY, 15 DECEMBER 2010

Notice is given that the next Ordinary Meeting of Tiwi Shire Council will be
held on:
•
•
•

Thursday 27 January 2011 at
Nguiu Office
Commencing at 10:00 am

Your attendance at the meeting will be appreciated.

Alan Hudson
Chief Executive Officer
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GENERAL BUSINESS
ITEM NUMBER
TITLE
REFERENCE

3.1
Department of Health and Families - Tobacco Plan
74242

AUTHOR

Pauline Corpus, Executive Officer

Presentation by Ayrlie Williams (Senior Health Promotion Officer) - The attached document is the
health promotion plan proposed to help tackle the prevalence of smoking amongst the Tiwi Islanders.

BACKGROUND
Reducing the prevalence of smoking has been identified by community members and community
based health agencies as the most significant health issue for the islands. Tobacco use is a major
cause of mortality and morbidity among Indigenous people in Australia and causes high rates of
cardiovascular disease, respiratory disease and other disease related to tobacco. Very little has been
done to target smoking in communities as the focus is generally on alcohol, nutrition and other social
determinants. The proportion of smokers amongst Indigenous top end residents is over three times
higher that the national average for non-indigenous Australians. The push from the community
members and the assets in the communities suggest that environment is now supportive of attempting
such a project.
Smoking is the single greatest preventable cause of death in Australia and smoking rates for
Indigenous Australians show that approximately 54% of Indigenous adults smoke (Queensland Health
2001) a much higher rate than non-indigenous Australians ( around 22%). The Northern Territory has
the highest smoking rates of any state or Territory and is therefore has a higher prevalence of
smoking related illnesses such as chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, ischaemic heart disease
and lung cancer.
Studies have also shown that Indigenous Australians living in the top end region are twice as likely to
smoke as those who live in the Central region with approximately 70% of Indigenous top end
residents smoking.
The health impact on top end communities, such as those on the Tiwi Islands, is overwhelming.

ISSUES/OPTIONS/CONSEQUENCES
The particular issues from this plan that I wish to present/discuss with the council is the expansion of
smoke free public spaces in the 3 main communities.

RECOMMENDATION:
That Council receive and note this presentation and provide feedback regarding
smoke free public area in the three main communities, Wurrumiyanga,
Pirlangimpi, Milikapiti.

ATTACHMENTS:
1 attach - Tobacco Plan - Smoking Cessation - Tiwi Islands.pdf
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GENERAL BUSINESS
ITEM NUMBER
TITLE
REFERENCE

3.2
Finance Report
74110

AUTHOR

Dale Campbell, Chief Financial Officer

To provide current data on Council’s financial performance and position in the year to 30
November 2010.

CURRENT STATE OF ACCOUNTS
Advice was provided previously on the financial reporting capability of Council. At this point
in time there are a number of important reporting requirements Council is not yet in a
position to fulfil:
•
•
•
•

acquittal of grant funding
production of a Balance Sheet
presentation of a budget
completion of Financial Statements for Audit

This reporting is unavailable both for the prior financial year (2009/10) and for the current
year.
CURRENT ACTIONS
In August details were provided on a number of initiatives undertaken to develop Council’s
reporting capabilities. In this report updates are provided on those projects:
•

•

•

•

Staffing: three new staff members have joined the Finance group as the date of
Council’s December meeting:
o Grants Officer/Accountant (Robyn Simon)
o Management Accountant (Rose Strobel)
o Events Coordinator (Denise Officer)
Selective additional resources will be engaged on a short term basis over the
remainder of the financial year to perform the “catch up” work on last year’s
accounts, as well current year tasks such as budget, grant reporting, amendment of
asset and liability balances, and so on.
Council was advised in the last meeting that the field work had been completed to
revalue all fixed assets. The report and valuation data has been received. Over
coming weeks Finance staff will:
o Amend values in the asset registers
o Reconcile with the general ledger balances
o Provide reports on the Shire’s fixed asset base including its current condition,
composition, etc. The report will also provide the basis for future capital asset
planning.
Finance is on track to complete key tasks such as 09/10 grant acquittals, 10/11
second quarter acquittals, completion of the current year budget. At this point in time
the Shire is on schedule to complete the 2009/10 Audit by the end of March 2011.

The Finance team has set an objective of having all financial management processes
revised and updated and all reporting processes completed by the end of the financial year.
As the year progresses completion of these initiatives will enable enhanced financial
reporting. We will continue to appraise Council of progress.
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CURRENT FINANCIAL REPORTING
While there are gaps in Council’s financial reporting ability, there are important reports that
can be provided at this time. Attached to this report are:
•
•
•
•

Consolidated Profit and Loss for the period to the end of November
Ageing Receivables
Ageing Payables
Cash Balances

Profit and Loss
Council reported income of $5,998,946 and expenditure of $6,903,603 providing for a deficit
on operations of $904,657.
Reasons behind this operating deficit are the same as previous periods:
• Funding agencies are still slow in providing payments for contracted programs. While
agencies have released some funds, other releases are still being withheld because
of delays in completing the Shire’s Audit. Major programs in which there has been
no, or only partial funding releases, include:
o CDEP: $1.16m released against year to date budget of $2.7m
o Territory Housing: changed nature of contract this year means only just over
$0.522m has been invoiced against a budget $1.3m
o No Sport and Rec funding has been released against a budget of approx
$0.237m
• Income shortfall just for these three programs is over $2.5m year to date.
• The figures also include almost $0.5m of unspent funds from prior years returned to
funding agencies. While this accounting treatment is correct the figure doesn’t
represent actual operating expenditure for the period.
As quarterly acquittals and Audited Financial Statements are delivered to agencies we
expect funding to be released. As the Audit is not due until April 2011 the likelihood is
Council will continue to experience shortfalls in income until the last quarter of the financial
year. At that time there is likely to be a rush of income and cash into the accounts.
Ageing Payables
Original

Outstanding

Unapplied

Current

>30days

>60days

>90days

703,325.45

701,647.82

-9,661.27

430,326.81

111,927.12

27,411.54

141,643.62

The report shows the great majority of Payables running at 60 days or less. The amounts
over 60 days in many cases have been awaiting management action. Staff have actioned
most of these balances and they will be addressed over the course of the financial year.
Ageing Receivables
Original

Outstanding

Unapplied

Current

1,449,184.32

1,126,591.76

-166,021.80

451,991.33

>30days
327,834.50

>60days

>90days

49,668.15

463,119.58

A program has been instigated to work through Ageing Receivables debtor by debtor to
identify and action any amounts deemed unrecoverable. At some time through the financial
year a report will be put to Council to write off any and all bad debts, enabling the Balance
Sheet to reflect a realistic Receivables figure at 30 June next year.
Receivables shows $463,119.58 outstanding in excess of 90 days. Approximately $360,000
is owed by two debtors: Matilda Minerals and Power and Water. Council recently received
approximately $210,000 from Matilda Minerals earlier in the year and the Administrator
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advised that the remainder would likely be paid within the current financial year. The PAWA
amount is deemed recoverable at this time.
Cash Balances
The cash balance as at 30 November was:
Operating Account
Trust Account
Cash Deposit Account (credit cards)
Westpac Account (predates 01 July 2008)

$362,978.41
$6,419,774.71
$51,083.74
$178,885.29
$7,012,722.15

Council retained a healthy cash position at the end of the period. The cash balance has
been boosted by receipt last month of a payment of just under $2m from the 2009/10
Territory Housing contract. The Department finally released the funds after Council
successfully acquitted last year’s program. .
Year to Date Cash Flow by Source
The income received this financial year is broken down as follows:
Grant & Non-grant Income

35%

65%

Grant

Non-grant

Non-grant income includes Rates Income, Bank Interest, Sundry Income and Period
Contracts.
ISSUES/OPTIONS/CONSEQUENCES
Continued operating deficits are a concern but explainable in the current circumstances.
While it is difficult at this time to forecast accurately across the remainder of the financial
year, it is also reasonable to assume at this stage Council will deliver a balanced budget,
excluding extraordinary items such as repaying prior year grant funding.
Cash balances are solid, and can finance operations while funding releases are withheld. It
can be reasonably assumed no significant liabilities exist in the balance sheet.
The goal over the remainder of the financial year is to bring Council’s financial reporting to a
level and standard required to ensure full and complete information is available to Council,
governments and other stakeholders.
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CONSULTATION & TIMING
Identification of relevant legislation, Council policy and plans
Section 18 of the Local Government Accounting Regulations 2008 outlines the requirements
for financial reporting to Council. In particular it states that the actual income and
expenditure for the commencement of the financial year to the end of the previous month
should be reported plus a statement of the debts owed to the Council.
Consultation
Not applicable
Other Considerations
Elected members need to remain aware that the financial reporting is not yet complete and
not all relevant reports can be presented at this time.
Funding Implications
Council received sufficient grant and sundry income during the period and successfully paid
staff and creditors.
Conclusion
The estimated income and expenditure statement shows that Tiwi Islands Shire Council has
met its financial obligations for the month and has the cash flow to ensure that the delivery of
services continues in communities.

RECOMMENDATION:
That Council note and accept the Finance report.

ATTACHMENTS:
1 TISC Profit and Loss to 30 Nov.pdf
2 ageing payables at 30 nov.pdf
3 ageing receivables at 30 nov.pdf
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GENERAL BUSINESS

REFERENCE

3.3
Professional Development - Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander Leadership Conference and Workshops
74309

AUTHOR

Pauline Corpus, Executive Officer

ITEM NUMBER
TITLE

Require nomination today to register for the Conference and Workshops

Background
Each Councillor has an allocation of $3,179.55 per financial year.
Some Councillors have already expended this amount for this financial year.
Professional Development is an allowance, not an entitlement.
All Training and Professional Development request are approved by the CEO.
The CEO has approved the nominations for Lawrence Costa, Lynette De Santis, Alice
Williams.
The CEO has also wishes to encourage Teresita Puruntatameri and Raelene Mungatopi due
to their portfolio responsibilities.

RECOMMENDATION:
That Council receive and note this report and confirm the nominations today.

ATTACHMENTS:
1 Conference - Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Leadership.pdf
2 Councillor Portfolios as of 4 November 2010.pdf
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REPORTS FOR INFORMATION
ITEM NUMBER
TITLE
REFERENCE

4.1
Statehood Respresentation for Tiwi Islands
74287

AUTHOR

Alan Hudson, Chief Executive Officer

Update on Statehood representation

BACKGROUND
As of the 13 December Statehood Steering Committee handed over the management of
Statehood project to the Northern Territory Constitution Convention Committee.
The NT Constitution Convention Committee will be seeking nominations for 75 Delegates to
be nominated and elected.
4 Delegates will be elected - one of those elected will be a Reserved Delegate
CONSULTATION & TIMING
June 2011 – Nominations are opened (date to be advised)
August 2011 - Elections will be conducted by the NT Electoral Commission.
3 November NT Constitution Convention Committee will sit for 10 days to development the
draft State Constitution.

RECOMMENDATION:
That Council receive and note this report for information and Council invite the
Statehood Committee in February to provide more details.

ATTACHMENTS:
There are no attachments for this report.
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REPORTS FOR INFORMATION
ITEM NUMBER
TITLE
REFERENCE

4.2
Establishment of MVR Agency
74111

AUTHOR

Dale Campbell, Chief Financial Officer

The report provides information on the possibility of establishing an agency for Motor Vehicle
Registry within the Tiwi communities

BACKGROUND
Presently no facility exists within the communities to deliver Motor Vehicle Registry (MVR)
services. All registrations and license testing presently can only be performed by the Police.
Council has commenced discussions with MVR about establishing agency services within
the Tiwi communities.
ISSUES/OPTIONS/CONSEQUENCES
The potential benefits in establishing an MVR agency on the Tiwi communities are
significant:
•
•
•

Increased convenience and cost savings to register vehicles and license testing
Ensuring that all vehicles are registered and drivers licensed
The ability to provide means of identification to residents

CONSULTATION & TIMING
Chief Financial Officer met with MVR officials on 24 November for initial discussion.
MVR undertook to present a draft paper to Council outlining costs, training requirements,
general processes, etc.
In a secondary email exchange MVR officials confirmed they will deliver draft paper for
January Council meeting.

RECOMMENDATION:
That Council receive and note this report for information

ATTACHMENTS:
There are no attachments for this report.
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REPORTS FOR INFORMATION
ITEM NUMBER
TITLE
REFERENCE

4.3
Infrastructure Report
74105

AUTHOR

Martin Waddington, Director of Infrastructure and
Engineering

This is a summery of activities undertaken in the Civil Works area in the period since the last
Council meeting in

BACKGROUND
The report is provided for information.
ISSUES/OPTIONS/CONSEQUENCES
Wurrumiyanga (Martin Costa)
The past month has seen a lot of work grading the road to the dump. This has needed to be
repeated several time’s due to numerous trucks going to and from the gravel pit. The road
does not take long to become corrugated after grading. This included the reestablishment of
drains which needed clearing out and grading to make them work more effectively. The road
is all right, but as soon as you go in the drains, or in the shoulders, they get a bit soft.
The machines (graders and rollers etc) have been performing quite well with no major
breakdowns, just a couple of flat tires here and there.
The civil works crew has received two new brush cutters and a chainsaw and they have
started to clean up around the inlets and outlets of the drains and also the head walls.
There were a few small trees down on the Cape Fourcroy Road that needed to be removed.
In town there was a road which people were using for a short cut in Coconut Grove. This
was reported to officers as a dust and nuisance complaint by people who live adjacent the
area, so the problem was dealt with by blocking it off by concreting bollard’s across both
ends. Another area that is being used as a thoroughfare is being investigated for similar
reasons.
The concrete kerbing at some intersections often get bumped from vehicles that cut corners
too close to the edge of the bitumen. The kerb is a precast concrete strip that just sits on the
surface of the road shoulder. To remedy this, our staff have been pinning them down using
steel spikes in order that they are less likely to move.
There have been a lot of funerals lately and we have excavated the graves for a few of them.
Pirlangimpi and Milikapiti (Steve Dehne)
There have been people on annual leave for two weeks and one person on annual leave for
seven weeks. This means that our crews have been working as a skeleton crew which is for
this time of year does not present a problem because of ongoing scattered storms stopping
normal work.
The crews have been doing ‘hit and miss’ grader maintenance to repair rain and traffic
damaged sections of roads and also carrying out drainage repairs where possible.
The roads worked on in this period are 17 Mile to 3 Ways, 3 Ways to Paru, 3 Ways to
Pickertaramoor.
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There has also been some work carried out at Pirlangimpi on the drains there and also
beach protection work is ongoing when possible.
Mechanical workshops report (Matt Gigante)
Wurrumiyanga – Repairs were carried out to the Massey Ferguson backhoe which was
stranded at Wurankuwu. While at Wurankuwu an assessment was made as to the
requirements for the commissioning of the newly drilled water bore. Stainless steel pipework
and fittings will be arriving at Wurrumiyanga on Thursday16/12/2010. Fabrication will then
begin using our own internal staff. The required length of lay flat hose and s/steel support
cable for the pump will also be sought. David Boyde is the electrician that will be
responsible for the connection of power to the site and the installation of the control box as
well the supply of required electrical cable.
Repairs to the ride on mowers, brush cutters and push mowers were a large part of the
workload.
The preparation of vehicles for registration checks has also been carried out on many
vehicles up for renewal. Some of these vehicles required extensive repairs. All vehicles and
plant are now registered.
The recently employed mechanic for nguiu was appointed and arrived which will be of great
benefit for the reduction of work load and enable the workshop manager to concentrate
further on management issues for all shire workshops.
Staffing levels at all workshops are currently being reviewed
All workshop staff have attended two meetings to discuss procedures and suggest ways of
increasing productivity and efficiency. The meetings will continue as part of business and
they will be shared between the three communities on a rotational basis. Recent agenda
items have resulted in; changes made regarding purchase requisitions and the ordering of
parts have been accepted well by workshop staff and the waiting time for the supply of parts
has also been reduced; new procedures for supply and delivery of bulk diesel is simpler and
more cost effective; we are also trialing a new oil products supplier and prices for there
products are much less than previous supplier.
The manager is also currently in discussion with finance and admin staff as to the
streamlining of procedures for renewal of registration and inspections (when required), of all
shire vehicles and plant. We are also discussing procedures for the updating of the vehicle
registration spreadsheet.
CONSULTATION & TIMING

RECOMMENDATION:
That Council Receive and note this report

ATTACHMENTS:
There are no attachments for this report.
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REPORTS FOR INFORMATION

REFERENCE

4.4
Tiwi Islands Fire and Weed Management Committee and
Weed Management Plan 2010 / 2011
74218

AUTHOR

Martin Waddington, Director of Infrastructure and Engineering

ITEM NUMBER
TITLE

This reports on the recent meeting of the Tiwi Islands Fire & Weed Management Committee
and introduces the Weed Management Plan 2010 - 2011

BACKGROUND
The Tiwi Islands Fire & Weed Management Committee meets twice a year with the following
broad agendas.
• Discuss Weed Planning / Fire debrief in November, and
• Fire Planning / Weed debrief in April.
Committee members comprise participants from Tiwi Forests, Tiwi Land Rangers, Tiwi Land
Council, Bushfires Council, NRETAS Weeds, Tiwi College, Matilda Zircon and Tiwi Shire.
The groups focus is to ensure a fire and weed management regime that inevitably produces
a weed free and reduced hot fire / wildfire Tiwi Islands.
A recent meeting of the group (24 November 2010) attended by Martin Waddington and
Terri Sawyer from Tiwi Islands Shire Council, debriefed on the past fire season, summarising
actions undertaken and ideas/actions for the following season. (minutes attached).
ISSUES/OPTIONS/CONSEQUENCES
The group worked on updating the Tiwi Islands Weed Management Plan for the 2010/11
period. Current weed locations have been mapped and identified and included for action as
part of the management plan. Responsibilities for actioning weed control are unchanged
with the Shire remaining responsible for weed control within the communities.
Tiwi Land Rangers are keen to assist the Shire in their efforts to deliver a community weed
management program within the communities. Training if required is also available through
the Charles Darwin University for staff needing to be skilled up in weed recognition and
control methods. The capacity of the Shire to deliver an adequate weed control
management program within the communities is currently being investigated. Overall the
group is confident that weeds can be controlled on the Tiwi Islands if a united front is
maintained.
A recent informal inspection of Wurrumiyanga revealed that a great quantity of weeds, some
of national significance were found in the community and will need to be eradicated and
controlled as recommended in the Tiwi Islands Weed Management Plan.
CONSULTATION & TIMING

RECOMMENDATION:
That Council
1. receive this report,
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2. Endorses the Tiwi Islands Communities Weed Management Program and
actions

ATTACHMENTS:
1 Tiwi Islands Weed Mangement 2010 - 2011.pdf
2 Minutes - Tiwi Islands - Fire and Weed Management Committee - 24 November
2010.pdf
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REPORTS FOR INFORMATION
ITEM NUMBER
TITLE
REFERENCE

4.5
Wurrumiyanga Skate Park update
74226

AUTHOR

Martin Waddington, Director of Infrastructure and
Engineering

This report provides an update on the new Wurrumiyanga Skate Park located at Forestry

BACKGROUND
Council has received a special purpose grant of $30,000 to construct a new skate park at
Forestry, Wurrumiyanga. As the grant is quite modest and the cost to construct skate parks
are quite high compared to other more simple concrete structures, the project has been split
into stages with the first stage comprising of roughly 200M2 concrete areas. As additional
finances become available then further stages of the project can be added.
ISSUES/OPTIONS/CONSEQUENCES
The work will be a collaboration between Shire and other organisations to deliver. BIHA
have indicated that they are willing to assist in the project in February by providing concrete
at a discount rate and skilled labour. Territory Alliance are willing to assist in bulk
earthworks and shaping the ground to form the mould of the concrete ramp.
The project will provide an excellent and most interesting training opportunity for the local
people as it has both simple and more complex concreting aspects about it and the result
will no doubt be very popular with the kids.
Attached is the site plan showing the location of the skate park among the new development
in Forestry. The second attachment shows the general footprint of the skate park as a
sketch plan.
CONSULTATION & TIMING
Various potential partners have been consulted. Office of Township Leasing has also been
consulted and authority sought for the use of the intended land.

RECOMMENDATION:
That Council receive and note the report

ATTACHMENTS:
1 Skate Park general layout plan.pdf
2 Skate Park location plan.pdf
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Skate Park general layout plan.pdf
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Skate Park location plan.pdf
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4.6
Housing Report
74292

AUTHOR

Alan Rickard, Housing Manager

This report is for information only regarding housing
ISSUES/OPTIONS/CONSEQUENCES
Housing efforts have targeted the backlog of invoices to Territory Housing (TH). There is
light but more work required before Housing is on top of the invoice process. This is
exacerbated with Territory Housing’s slow response to repeated requests to supply
electronic maintenance orders for jobs completed without paperwork.
To date approximately $140,000 has been invoiced for repairs and maintenance and a
further $345,290 in fixed costs. Until all jobs are processed it is difficult to calculate exactly
our contract performance BUT early figures show TH are grossly under spending to the tune
of about $700,000 to the end of November. All communities have homes requiring major
renovations and pressure is needed for TH to spend this money and lift its monthly
expenditure to approximately $180,000.
Housing is developing a new structure and has abolished the Supervisors position on
Melville Island, replacing it with a more hands-on cost effective Leading Hand structure in all
communities. David Boyd has been elevated to a Leading Hand at Milikapiti. David is
already hands-on and his new position carries the added responsibility of staff control work
flow monitoring as well as all paperwork and inventory items. The new Leading Hand Adam
Andrews started at Pirlangimpi on the 22nd Nov. and will need to acquaint himself locally as
well as these new responsibilities. The selected Leading Hand for Nguiu has decided not to
accept the position and we are now seeking a replacement.
Housing has submitted five large projects to CDEP for developing; with the potential of
continuing permanent work should they be successful. Especially exciting is the order for
some 400 security screens to be fitted to 36 Lots. Housing is investigating the supply of raw
materials and knowledge to train CDEP participants to firstly manufacture these screens and
secondly to fit them to all 36 sites with the view of this program going to all houses in all
communities.
Housing has been given the go ahead to build a 60 M2 raised deck at Jinarni Child Care
Centre to enable the children to consume food in a healthier environment. This deck will be
covered with a “Bat Shade” steel and canvas structure. This is an excellent training exercise
and those participating will take pride in its completion.
The other project includes the manufacturing of fencing panels and their erection around
Jinarni. Again we are investigating where our raw materials and knowledge can be sourced
to implement this program.

RECOMMENDATION:
That Council receive and note this report for information
ATTACHMENTS:
There are no attachments for this report.
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4.7
ICT Report
74255

AUTHOR

Christopher Smith, ICT and Systems Manager

Report to Council for November 2010, including discussion of proposed fibre rollout for
Nguiu

BACKGROUND
FIBRE IN NGUIU
The Shire has received the following email from Paul Gooding, ICT Project Director, NTG:
We have finally received a fixed price quotation from the Contractor to connect your building to the
fibre. The capital contribution price will be as follows;
• Nguiu Council Office: $21,698(inc GST).
On top of this once off capital contribution there would be ongoing monthly fee for bandwidth
requirements. The price for this varies and depends on the amount of baseline bandwidth dedicated
within the aggregated bandwidth for council use. As a guide a 2mb service would cost in the order of
$3,032/mth, but if you only needed 512k then simply divide the price by 4, it would be $758/mth.
Note:
a. because the bandwidth with the fibre is aggregated, the council link would be able to
borrow unused bandwidth from the aggregated pool if it is free at no additional cost. I am
happy to discuss this with you in more detail if you wish to advance on this matter.
b. The data link does not have additional charges for excess down loads.
c. The data link is business grade and will be subject to service levels negotiated within the
NTG Whole of Government Telstra contract.
The proposed project schedule start date for construction is around mid January at Ntaria in Central
Australia. Construction takes approximately 3 weeks per town. At this stage all island towns have
been placed at the end of the schedule to enable the construction crews to get to mainland sites in
Arnhem land during the dry season. Thus ETA for construction at Nguiu is late 2011. As we progress
with deployment I will keep you updated as to the actual start date.
DBE would need to know the Council’s intention approximately 12 weeks prior to construction
commencing so the contractor is able to order and deliver the require materials.
Alan has requested that I provide this brief to Council. I hope there is not too much ‘tech
talk’.
At present the Nguiu Office is connected to the ShiresNet Network via a 2 megabit secure
DSL connection contracted to Telstra in July 2008 for three years (expiry in Sept 2011) for
$4500/mth. This cost includes the 2 megabit connection, all the data we can eat, and a
managed router and switch. SLA’s are held by CouncilBIZ/NTG, and this link is our last NTG
Telstra service (those at Pirlangimpi and Milikapiti are with Telstra Commercial, as are all our
mobiles, landlines and turbo modems.)
The above proposal is initiated by the NTG to further business communication in Nguiu for
NTG organisations such as police, schools and health. There is no connection between this
proposal and the National Broadband Network. The Shire connection would become part of
a Whole of Government service where the contract is held by NTG. All NTG sites would be
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interconnected to a router situated in the police station. This would be the ‘point of
aggregation’. A point of aggregation is a router where incoming requests are shared across
available bandwidth. NTG are considering purchasing a 20 megabit link to the mainland via
the existing Telstra network. All available bandwidth would then be shared according to
demand.

ISSUES/OPTIONS/CONSEQUENCES
Our current connection is absolute at 2 megabit. The proposed fibre link could allow us to
access far higher speeds than currently available in our Telstra connection and may allow us
the luxury of not having to increase the bandwidth in our current connection for some years.
However, the service would tie us back into contracts and SLAs held by the NTG rather than
the Shire. Service requests would need to go from the Shire to NTG and they would then
contact the service providers. The fibre in the ground will be managed by the contractors
who will be doing the install, the router at the police station will be managed by the NTG and
the connection back to the mainland will be managed by Telstra. NTG have indicated that
the Shire would need to add on at least 10% to the monthly fee to cover router management
costs (an additional $300/mth approx.).
There is no intention in increase the available bandwidth between the microwave tower on
Bathurst and the mainland. We will not necessarily be better off with the proposed network
than our current connection.
The high connection cost of $21,698 is standard for optical fibre connections (each glass
fibre in the cable must be spliced individually into the cable delivered to the Shire office to
allow the traffic of light along the connection.) Some cost savings may be delivered to the
Shire if we find we do not need to increase our bandwidth for at least three years. The
monthly ongoing is $1000 less per month than our current billing from Telstra.
I can’t help thinking that the NTG wants the Shire involved in this network to decrease its
overall costs by convincing the Shire to buy in to the plan. I would certainly be cheaper for
the Shire to be a part of a shared fibre network. Install costs for us alone would be
prohibitive.
When our existing Telstra contract expires in Sept 2011, we will have little or no choice in
service providers – ShiresNet is a secure government network and it is doubtful that there
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will be either alternative providers in Nguiu or an option to move outside the existing secure
network.
The direction the Shire moves in will be determined by another decision – whether we
remain with the current CBIZ/Citrix arrangement or move to our own managed server
network. To this end, the Shire has contracted an organisation to provide a Risk
Management Report on our current situation and a proposed move to a self-managed
network.
CONSULTATION & TIMING
DBE would need to know the Council’s intention approximately 12 weeks prior to
construction commencing so the contractor is able to order and deliver the require materials.
There is also the possibility that as Nguiu is in the last three on the list for installs there may
be no money left in the pot for this project to proceed.
RISK ASSESSMENT REPORT
The Shire has contracted Your.Com to provide a risk assessment report on our current
CBIZ/Citrix services and a possible move to self-managed network and servers.
NATIONAL BROADBAND NETWORK
I have recently met with Marina Mossman, the Regional Coordinator for the National
Broadband Network to introduce myself, make her aware of the issues we face regarding
internet access and connectivity, and to see if there is anything in it for us. Unfortunately, the
NBN will not be coming to the Tiwi Islands.

RECOMMENDATION:
That Council receive and note this report for information.

ATTACHMENTS:
There are no attachments for this report.
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4.8
Regional Children's Service
74256

AUTHOR

Ebony Costa, Regional Coordinator of Childrens
Services

Regional Children’s Service Report November, December.
BACKGROUND
Regional Children’s Service will be closed for the Christmas period from Thursday 23rd Dec.
to Monday 10th Jan and open for operation on the 17th Jan. Between Mon 10th Jan to Fri 14th
Jan All Children’s Service staff will be in a planning/programming workshop to get ready for
operation on Mon 17th Jan.
Milikapiti Crèche is now in full operation from 8:00 am to 4:30 pm. As of 17th January
Children’s Service will start their new fee charge for childcare fees and the cost will be the
same for all three Centres.
Regional Children’s Service is wishing all the Council Members a “MERRY CHRISTMAS &
A HAPPY NEW YEAR” and will see everyone Monday 10th Jan in the New Year. Be safe
and enjoy your Christmas break.

RECOMMENDATION:
That Council receive and note this report for Information.

ATTACHMENTS:
There are no attachments for this report.
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4.9
Human Resources Report
74277

AUTHOR

Marilyn Harris, Human Resources Manager

Human Resources Report

BACKGROUND
1.
Salary Packaging – have met with EPAC again to ensure that they have capacity to
take on Tiwi Islands Shire Council staff, but also investigating other more cost-effective
solutions.
2.
ALGWA Conference and presentation of the Bronze Award for 50:50 Gender Equity
was attended by Lynette DeSantis, Patricia Brogan, Shelley Davis, Kathleen Tipungwuti,
Teresita Puruntatameri and myself.
TISC had a high profile because of the distance we had travelled and because of outfits from
Bima Wear. We were one of 22 Councils Australia wide who got the award. Our next
achievement is the Silver Award, for which information is being developed.
3.
Women’s Workshop ran smoothly and guest speakers were interesting. It was great
to see all the women participate in areas that many had not had the opportunity to do before.
The shirts looked great and it’s good to see them around the workplaces. Report from
Sharyn Innes for the Council should be received shortly. Thanks to all Council members for
their support.
4.
Recruitment processes in place and appointments made for many positions since the
last Council meeting:
Positions advertised recruitment still to be finalised: Asset Manager, Casual Finance Officer,
ASC Workers, Night Patrol workers, CDEP Community Co-ordinator.
Appointments made and staff commenced: Denise Officer- Events Manager, Rose Strobel –
Management Accountant, Robyn Simon – Grants Officer
Appointments confirmed and staff due to start in future: Kathy Rioli – Assistant Manager,
Night Patrol and Children’s Services.

RECOMMENDATION:
That Council receive and note this report for information.
ATTACHMENTS:
There are no attachments for this report.
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4.10
Community Development
74338

AUTHOR

Lawrence Costa, Director Community Development

Update and Progress Report – November & December

Library Services- Milikapiti/Pirlangimpi.
Since my last report the 3 computers have been set up at Garden Point and are now
operational. Reports back that residents are using the computers to get on the internet and
to do internet banking etc etc..
With the passing of a Senior Leader things have been put on hold. Chris Smith about 3
weeks ago visited Isabel at the women’s centre and they drew up a plan on how it will set
up.
Also, myself, Dale Campbell and Chris Smith met with Gibby Maynard from NT Libraries she
will be coming over to Milikapiti to help setup the library in the New Year. She also
mentioned that there was an additional $3,000 to assist with IT and other goods that we
could use the money in both Milikapiti and Garden Point.
On a final note they would like to setup a Library at Nguiu. After talking to Peter Penley at
Nguiu, there is already a library at the school so perhaps we could link in or look at a
partnership agreement with the school to have full Public access, so that the whole
community can benefit. There was about $66.000-$70,000 for Nguiu.
Milikapiti Office/Centrelink.
Firstly our condolences to Rosabelle Wonaemeri on the sudden and tragic passing off her
late husband.
Not much has really happened during the past month in the office as it has been fairly quite
and with residents still in mourning and shock with the passing off a great leader and elder.
CDEP Report- Please refer to Sean Philips Report.
Youth Diversion/ Skin Groups- Please refer to Kevin Doolans Report.
Night Patrol Report- Please refer to Deanne Rioli’s Report.
MOU NT Police and the Shire needs to be signed.

RECOMMENDATION:
That Council receive and note this report for information.

ATTACHMENTS:
There are no attachments for this report.
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4.11
Regional Night Patrol Report
74337

AUTHOR

Deanne Rioli, Night Patrol Regional Manager

Update and Progress Report – November & December

Rosters for the 3 communities
* Operational plan, and mentioning the help I get from Iron bark, Central Desert, Barkly Shire and
East Arnhem Shire and simplifying the new Operational plan so that the patrollers are able to
understand it, this will be better than a handbook.
*Assistant Manager to be starting on the 5th of January and I'll be meeting with her during her first
week at work
* I'm on Holidays from 20th until the creche re-opens but I'm still able to work it'll be from home and
may be able to make it to meeting etc. i just wont be able to work full time every day until the creche
opens
* I’m still getting around to organising weekly and monthly meetings with everyone. As its been very
busy and hopefully when the Assistant Manager comes on board we can arrange that as soon as
possible.

RECOMMENDATION:
That Council receive and note this report for information

ATTACHMENTS:
There are no attachments for this report.
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4.12
Youth Diversionary Report
74329

AUTHOR

Kevin Doolan, Coordinator - Youth Services

Update and Progress Report – November & December

•

Attendance Program MCS Primary School:
Students absent picked up before and during school by TYDU Youth Workers.

•

Pre-Schoolers-MCS:
Pre-schooler’s taken home by Youth Workers after class at 11am. Program
commenced August 2009; program ceased 30/09/2010

•

Preparation for ASC/VAC sport & activities program:
Morning cleaning up and preparation for ASC/VAC sports/other activities program in
afternoon

•

Preparation for ASC/VAC Nutrition Program:
(VAC to be transferred and managed by S&R Manager Shea Rotumah on 1st October
2010)
Morning preparing food for MCS student’s nutrition program in afternoon at 1.40pm

•

Delivery ASC/VAC sport & activities program:
(VAC to be transferred and managed by S&R Manager Shea Rotumah on 1st October
2010)
Delivering after school care program for 9yr olds to 12yr olds from 1.45pm to 3.30pm
each school day including Vacation Care during School
holidays.

•

Delivery ASC/VAC Nutrition program:
(VAC to be transferred and managed by S&R Manager Shea Rotumah on 1st October
2010)
Stew Veggies & rice Mondays – Wednesday; sandwiches& fruit (bananas,
watermelons, oranges, apples) Thursdays & Fridays

•

ASC/VAC Evening program:
(VAC to be transferred and managed by S&R Manager Shea Rotumah on 1st October
2010)
Providing ASC sport and other activities in the evenings from 6.30pm – 8.30pm
Mondays and Thursdays-no club days

•

Formal Police Referrals/Youth Diversion Family and Victim Offender
Conferencing:
Organizing and participating in Youth Diversion Family and Victim Offender
Conferencing of Youth formally referred to TYDDU by NT
Police.
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•

Men’s Meetings/Nguiu/Milikapiti/Pirlangimpi:
(Program to include Pirlangimpi once skin group project officer position employed in
October 2010)
Men’s meetings held monthly (as at March 09) with Catholic Care Men’s Unit Ralph
McCoy). Focus-Identify and undertake activities/programs to improve health &
wellbeing of men residing on the Tiwi communities.

•

Family Intervention:
Provided on an ‘as required’ basis by TYDU Youth Workers. Families encouraged to
resolve conflicts peacefully through family negotiations and discussions.

•

Community Safety Plan:
Meetings held 2pm the day before monthly circuit court sessions at Nguiu. Community
safety issues and action plan options are discussed and implemented by the
appropriate authority i.e. pig eradication/dog culling/community hygiene/alcohol
behaviour issues.

•

Pre-court conferencing:
Meetings held from 1.30pm before Community Safety Plan meetings each month.
Community Court Panel recommendations for referrals to
community court provided
through Community Court Coordinator and NAAJA solicitors to court magistrate

•

Circle Sentencing/Community Court:
Tiwi Leaders, Elders and Family of offenders sit with Magistrate and assist in the court
process. Legal education and training is to be provided to the Nguiu circle sentencing
panel by NAAFVLS Solicitor Wayne Connop and Shaun Thomas. (Negotiations
continuing with NAAFVLS regarding the provision of this training)

•

Skin Group/Local Advisory Board meetings:
(Program extended to Milikapiti and Pirlangimpi once Skin Group project officers are
appointed October/November 2010)
Meetings facilitated by TYDU and held to provide a forum for Tiwi people to participate
in discussions on community issues. Meeting Minutes emailed to all stakeholders for
action i.e. Tiwi Islands Shire Council CEO, Directors etc

•

Suicide Intervention:
TYDDU Youth Workers and staff assist with interventions and awareness with
attempted suicide cases when required.

RECOMMENDATION:
That Council receive and note this report for information

ATTACHMENTS:
1 Statistics - TYDU - as of November 2010.pdf
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4.13
CDEP Report for November / December
74319

AUTHOR

Sean Phillips, CDEP Manager

Update and Progress Report – November and December

Needed positions:
o Coordinator for Nguiu, Training Officer Milikapiti, Mentor Pirlangimpi
o Advert will starting this week for these positions
Terminations:
o CDEP Coordinator Nguiu
CDEP Progress:
o the CDEP has moved from 55% to 65% participation due to training in Adult
Education in Milikapiti
o There has been some new equipment bought and this can and will be used to do
training on: Training like Lopping which is being sourced at the moment
CDEP News:
o The CDEP Participants Wages will stay in place up until April 2011
o There will be a Web email address so Communities can feed back information on
why there has been a clear lack of participation from all CDEP’s
o The CDEP has just finished it’s information sessions with the Women Centre’s and
will receive a draft report by January
o The final copy will be available and presented to all Women Centre’s in their
communities

RECOMMENDATION:
That Council receive and note this report for information

ATTACHMENTS:
There are no attachments for this report.
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5.1
Power and Water supply Wurankuwu
74181

AUTHOR

Martin Waddington, Director of Infrastructure and
Engineering

This report updates Council on the power and water supply issues at Wurankuwu and
recommends raises to the cost of power to compensate for the financial losses in running
these services.

BACKGROUND
As members will be aware the water supply issue at Wurankuwu has been ongoing for some
time. Two bores had failed through blockages that could not be cleared despite various
attempts by staff and hired experts.
The power supply continues to give trouble with numerous and frequent power outages.
The cost to Shire to run these services at Wurankuwu is bound to be far in excess of the
revenue generated from charges and grants taking into consideration labor (two persons),
vehicle, fuel and other consumables, specialist contractors, repairs and maintenance and
long term replacement.
ISSUES/OPTIONS/CONSEQUENCES
Water supply
The decision was made to drill a new bore which has now been done. This new bore has
been drilled in a different location to the original intended location because the original
location proved to be impossible to drill successfully, an attempt ended up in failure. David
Boyde and Richard Mott are in the process of connecting the new bore to the rising main
and this should be completed by the end of the year.
Power supply
The fault was hard to track down but was eventually found to be two broken insulators that
the power lines hang from that electrically separate them from the power poles. These
broken insulators were allowing a short circuit to occur which would in turn shut down the
generator sets. This has now been repaired but unfortunately a different fault has emerged
to which further expert advice has been sought to identify and remedy the new problem.
Costs
Although exact financial data is as yet unavailable there is evidence that the services are
running at a considerable loss. This is particularly so at the moment with numerous costs
being incurred due to infrastructure failure, indicating that certain components are coming to
the end of their useful lives (e.g. bores) To help meet these costs there will need to be a
complete review of the service, including range and level of services provided, future
infrastructure investment, staffing arrangements and charges. As an interim it is crucial that
the charges for power supply to the customers at Wurankuwu be adjusted to begin reflecting
the true cost to provide the service. Power is currently charged at 20c / Kwh and it is
recommended that the charge be raised to 30c / Kwh. By comparison power is sold at 16.3c
/ Kwh at Wurrumiyanga as is the case for Darwin through Power and Water.
CONSULTATION & TIMING
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It is proposed to introduce the new charges in the beginning of February 2011. This involves
an adjustment to every card style (pre paid) meter and a reading taken of all the other
meters (shop and school) on the same day and the new rates applied from then on. Upon
Councils approval of the adjustment, a notice will be placed at a conspicuous spot at
Wurankuwu to advise of the decision.

RECOMMENDATION:
That Council
1. Receive the report
2. Agree to raise the cost of power at Wurankuwu to 30c / Kwh effective 1 February
2011

ATTACHMENTS:
There are no attachments for this report.
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5.2
Set Dates for Ordinary Council Meeting - 2011
74284

AUTHOR

Pauline Corpus, Executive Officer

This report requires Council to agree on the set dates for the year 2011

BACKGROUND
Under the Local Government Act 2008 – Chapter 6 Meetings:
6.1 Council Meeting – Section 58 – Nature and timing of council meetings:
(1) A council must hold a meeting of its members (an ordinary meeting) at least once in
each successive period of 2 months.

RECOMMENDATION:
That Council agree on the set dates to hold ordinary meetings for 2011

ATTACHMENTS:
1 Setting of Dates for Council Committee 2011.doc
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Setting of Dates for Council Committee 2011.doc

COUNCIL COMMITTEE – SET DATES FOR ORDINARY MEETINGS 2011

DATE
27 January
23 February
30 March
27 April
25 May
29 June
27 July
31 August
28 September
26 October
30 November
28 December

Attachment 1

TIME
10 AM
10 AM
10 AM
10 AM
10 AM
10 AM
10 AM
10 AM
10 AM
10 AM
10AM
10AM

PLACE
Nguiu
Pirlangimpi
Milikapiti
Nguiu
Pirlangimpi
Milikapiti
Nguiu
Pirlangimpi
Milikapiti
Nguiu
Pirlangimpi
Milkikapiti
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